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Introduction 
Cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) is the main method for regulatory elements profiling in human heart 
samples obtained in our study. Sequencing and mapping of CAGE tags to the genome assembly results in high 
coverage of 5’ ends of transcribed genes, therefore providing us information about transcription start site 
(TSS) localization (Figure 1). Number of mapped tags depends on mRNA amount in the sample, so it could be 
used for differential expression analysis on the level of TSS. 

 

Figure 1. Example of the CAGE signal in BCL9 promoter region. rDPI - robust DPI (decomposition 
based peak identification) clusters. The highest peak within DPI cluster considered to be TSS. CTSS 
- CAGE TSS - term for each individual CAGE peaks genome wide.  

 

For CAGE signal clustering we applied two strategies according to FANTOM5 main papers: Forrest et at., 2014 
(promoter atlas)1 and Andersson et al., 2014 (enhancer atlas)2. First type of clusters called DPI - decomposition 
based peaks. There are two options available: permissive and robust, here we use only robust DPI with tag 
count > 10. The second type - bidirectional enhancers. All the elements were comprehensively annotated and 
compared with available data from other studies. This classification allows to focus on specific cluster types 
with certain level of confidence. 

Since our data set consist of different samples, including atrium, ventricle, healthy, failing, male, female and 
other types, it is possible to define differentially enriched CAGE peaks, find related genes, analyze 
transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) and SNPs in its promoter/enhancer regions. This analysis was 
presented in our paper (DOI: 10.21203/rs.3.rs-37530/v1 ), and for convenient navigation and data access we 
created this Zenbu-reports based database 
(https://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/zenbu/reports/#Atlas%20of%20cardiac%20promoters%20and%20enhancers). 
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Heart CAGE track view in Zenbu 
The main view on all the tracks analyzed in this study was created based on Zenbu browser (Figure 1F from 
the paper). Through this view user can find genes or regions of interest on hg38 chromosomes. See Figure 2 
for details. 

 

Figure 2. The main view on heart CAGE tracks in Zenbu. 

The view consists of several tracks with different data and functionality: 

• To search the region please use this format in a search bar: hg38::chr1:147465263-147719739. 
Arrows indicate navigation and zoom buttons.  

• Genome tracks allow user to select region of interest and get the sequence.  
• Entrez gene track used for gene search and provide gene description (left click on gene to see).  
• Gencode v37 transcripts track was used in our study for CAGE clusters association with genes.  
• Heart CAGE clusters track for both DPI and bidir.enhancers. DPI track separately, stranded. Cell line 

ontology track for heart DPI transferred from FANTOM5 DPI clusters. Click on the cluster to see CL 
information.  

• Differentially expressed (DE) heart CAGE clusters tracks have colored clusters according to DE results:  
blue for down-regulated, red for up-regulated (FDR<0.05). For example, in “Healthy vs Failing” track 
healthy peaks are blue and failing are red.  
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• Heart CAGE bidir.enhancers track separately, non-stranded. Connections track show DPI to 
bidir.enhancers associations within 500kbp, color reflects Pearson correlation between two clusters.  

• CTSS tracks for all samples, bars represent mean TPM (tag per million) values, CTSS tracks for different 
groups of samples. For example, in “heart CAGE DE” track the signal was split into four groups 
“healthy atrium”, “failing atrium”, “healthy ventricle” and “failing ventricle”, so it is convenient to see 
expression profiles of differentially expressed genes between these groups. 

• RNAseq coverage tracks created from GSE116250 and GSE128188; heart ATACseq coverage data 
obtained from Broad Institute’s Cardiovascular Disease Knowledge Portal. 

• Heart GWAS SNPs represent a set of selected SNPs connected with heart diseases. Click on the ID to 
see metadata information including related publication, year, authors etc. 

• First consensus track includes regions obtained from other studies including FANTOM51,2, Lee et al. 
20183, Dickel et al. 20164, Roadmap5. Heart CAGE and FANTOM5 peaks defined as 400 or 1000 bp 
flanking regions: in case of DPI upstream 300 or 900 bp and downstream 100 bp, in case of 
bidir.enhancers ±200 or 500 bp from enhancer center (Mid position) defined by Andersson et al., 
2014 (https://anderssonlab.org/tag/enhancers/); overlapping regions were merged. DE consensus 
regions track consists of differentially expressed regions with similar colors to Figure 3 MA plots: 
atrium-failing (orange), atrium-healthy (blue), ventricle-failing (red), ventricle-healthy (green). Last 
consensus regions track shows classification data based on TSSClassifier results into DPI promoter 
(gold), DPI enhancer (orange), bidir.enhancer enhancer (pink), ambiguous (blue), not classified (grey), 
NA (black). 

• Other gene models include NCBI RefSeq, Augustus and Genscan regions which also were used for 
cluster-to-genes associations. 

• FANTOM5 CTSS and DPI tracks include all experiments from this project. Useful for comparison of 
peaks, TSS positions, and expression profiles. 

• Enhancers tracks include FANTOM5, GeneHancer, dbSUPER, and Vista, where last two were 
transferred from hg19 to hg38 using UCSC liftOver tool. 

• NHGRI EBI GWAS track include all available SNPs with collapsed associations in metadata (click on ID 
to see). 
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The view on heart CAGE samples 
This view was created to browse metadata of available CAGE samples and see their relationships on PCA 
plots (Figure 3A of the manuscript). 

 

Figure 3. Heart CAGE samples view. Table contain columns as follow: name (sample ID), age of 
donor, condition (healthy / failing), cardiomyopathy type (ICM - ischemic, NICM - non ischemic, 
NICM-Genetic, NICM-HFpEF heart failure with a preserved ejection fraction), chamber (LA - left 
atrium, LV - left ventricle, RA - right atrium, RV - right ventricle, sSAN and iSAN - superior and 
inferior sinoatrial nodes6), mapped (number of CAGE tags mapped to hg38 assembly), sex of 
donor; additional columns could be added (batch, percentage of mapped tags, person ID, number 
of reads survived after trimming). 

The view allows to select sample of interest and see related metadata in the table. Samples could be filtered 
through different categories on the right side. You can hide samples groups by clicking on its name in the 
legend of PCA. 
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Differential expression analysis results  
This view was created to browse metadata of available CAGE samples and see their relationships on PCA 
plots (Figure 3A of the manuscript). 

  

Figure 4. A view on differential expression results.  

The view consists of two tabs - one for Atrium and another for Ventricle. In each tab you can see the cluster-
to-gene association table where you can search the gene of interest and navigate to its location by double 
click in “location” column. From another side you can adjust the thresholds for logFC, FDR and logTPM (top 
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arrows). On MA plot you can select points of interest - related clusters (DPI/bidir.enhancers) will be 
highlighted in the associations table and on the tracks (bottom arrows). Cluster coloring on the tracks is similar 
to Figure 3B,C. Additional filters are available on the right panels: TSSClassifier and Chip-seq based categories.  

The view for alternative elements usage 
One of the advantages of CAGE method is that we can identify and measure activity of alternative regulatory 
elements like TSS, promoter and enhancers. To simplify searching of such examples in our data here we 
provide a Zenbu reports page with two levels of resolution TSS and consensus regions.  
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Figure 5. Alternative elements view. 

There are two tabs: one for TSS (individual DPI clusters / bidir.enhancers) and another for consensus regions. 
Consensus regions defined as follows. First all 400 bp flanking regions were collapsed and then TSS/center 
position set to the highest peak localization. Consensus 400 bp regions were recalculated using these new 
TSS/centers. TSSClassifier annotation was applied on consensus regions.  
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In each tab there are table of genes with counts of associated elements (DPI aka TSS, classified promoters, 
enhancers, numbers of DE elements) and table with regulatory elements associated with selected gene. This 
is useful to find genes with multiple promoters and cases of different regulation. For example, on Figure 5 we 
show ABLIM1 gene. According to DE analysis it has 4 failing atrium specific DPI and 2 - healthy specific. These 
four failing atrium peaks belong to one consensus promoter region and healthy atrium peaks to another 
promoter. This differences sometimes could be explained through the complexity of heart tissues where 
different cell types use specific promoters of the same gene. The “rDPI CL” track contain cell ontology data 
from FANTOM5 project and could be used for checking cell specificity of selected regions. In case of ABLIM1 
healthy specific promoter has “endothelial cell of vascular tree” as a top tag, while failing promoter has 
lymphocyte related tags. 
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The view on GWAS SNPs in regulatory elements and TFBS 
Here we provide information of GWAS SNP localization. In particular we consider regulatory regions predicted 
in our study and also cases when SNP will affect transcription factor binding site (TFBS) structure. 

 

Figure 6. A view on GWAS SNPs in regulatory elements active in human heart. 

There are two tabs available for this view. First one (“GWAS”) is to browse SNPs located within regulatory 
regions (upstream 900 bp, downstream 100 bp). You can try to search by gene of interest, by SNP ID, or by 
the GWAS name. Also please use category filters on the right panel. 55,126,184 - healthy atrium; 255,127,0 - 
failing atrium; 77,175,74 - healthy ventricle; 228,26,28 - failing ventricle; 0,0,0 - not DE (FDR>0.05). Here is an 
example of ACE promoter region which contains rs4291 associated with “Systolic blood pressure” and 
“failing” samples specific expression. 
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The second tab (SNP in TFBS) is to provide cases when nucleotide change significantly affect the DNA binding 
motif of transcription factor. In this case it is better to have a TF or SNP of interest to search. From another 
side, there are category filters, which allow to focus on a few good cases. For example, applying filters we 
found rs114601492 (“familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy with Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome”) is 
located in promoter region of lncRNA (ENST00000591665.1) and affect IRF3 binding motif. 

Heatmaps 
The heatmaps shown in our manuscript have complicated structure, so we created interactive heatmaps for 
Sup.figures 10,11,12 and Figure 4A. 

 

Figure 7. Example of a heatmap in Zenbu reports page for GO enrichment results. 

Cluster information for each tag could be accessed in the hover information panel. 
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Abbreviations  
CAGE - cap analysis of gene expression; 
CL - cell line; 
CTSS - CAGE transcription start site; 
DE - differential expression; 
DPI (rDPI) - decomposition peak identification; 
FC - fold change; 
FDR - false discovery rate; 
GO - gene ontology; 
HFpEF - heart failure with a preserved ejection fraction; 
ICM - ischemic; 
LA - left atrium; 
LV - left ventricle; 
NICM - non ischemic; 
RA - right atrium; 
RV - right ventricle; 
sSAN and iSAN - superior and inferior sinoatrial nodes; 
TFBS - transcription factor binding site; 
TPM - tags per million; 
TSS - transcription start site. 
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